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Abstract: This article examines the legal history of the application of Al-Rahn in two countries: Malaysia and Indonesia. Malaysia and Indonesia have similar roots in the implementation of Islamic law during the emergence of Islamic kingdoms in the Nusantara. However, these two countries developed different legal systems after colonialism: Britain colonized Malaysia and the Netherlands colonized Indonesia. These two phases, the Islamic kingdoms and the colonization of two European nations (Britain and the Netherlands), also influenced the historical development of the application of Al-Rahn to date. This study was conducted normatively with a comparative approach to legal history. This study's qualitatively processed data are secondary data in statutory documents, books, and journal articles related to Al-Rahn. Comparatively, it was found that Al-Rahn was legally applied in these two countries during the development of the Islamic kingdoms, but then receded and even sank during colonialization. The influence of European law, whether Common Law or Civil Law, was so deeply rooted that it took a while to reach the stage where Al-Rahn was set into motion again. However, the practice of Al-Rahn, both in Malaysia and Indonesia, is yet to be accommodated under a single legal basis, rather, it is scattered in several different laws and regulations.
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Introduction

For a long time, humans have developed economic interaction with one another. The inherent social character encourages humans to fulfill their life needs. This has been the basis for Ibn Khaldun’s sociological observation in which the interaction of one individual with another is a humane form known as al-Insān al-Jamā’i (humans who are social/together/need each other).1 This social interaction encourages reciprocal relationships that benefit both parties. This social interaction is an instinct that exists deep within humans, also referred to as a spontaneous order.2

Islam facilitates this social interaction within the ummah. It is through the ummah that reciprocal relationships can operate systemically and fairly. Through this interaction, there is also a commitment to act positively and to deny negative things. Allah in QS. Ali Imran: 104 has established so with a pattern of invitations, orders, and prevention so that from there, legal regulations are built that regulate interactions with one another.3

Economic activity is one of the social interactions regulated by Islamic Sharia in the mu‘āmalah māliyah space. This arrangement is also intended to fulfill one of the objectives of maqāshid al-syarī‘ah, namely

---

1 Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddimah Ibn Khaldūn (Beirut: Dar Al-Fikr, 2001).
This economic interaction then gives rise to several characteristics of contracts such as *qarḍ al-ḥasan* (loans based on the principle of goodness), *musyarakah*, and *muḍārabah*. Although Islam introduced the term *qarḍ al-ḥasan*, an example of which is debt, it is not free from economic risk, especially when intermediary institutions are developing (financial institutions such as banks or pawnshops). Therefore, Islam gave rise to another contract that guarantees a given loan. One of the guarantee contracts in Islamic law is the *Al-Rahn* contract as an *accessoir* contract. The nature of this *accessoir* is intended as an additional agreement that follows the main contract as a guarantee.

There are numerous treasures of Islamic literature relating to *Al-Rahn*. This refers to the various classical *fiqh* studies in each Islamic school discussing the *Al-Rahn* contract, or the interpretation literacy which defines the verses related to the *Al-Rahn* contract. Meanwhile, in terms of *hadith*, two valid references after the Holy Quran, namely Bukhari and Muslim, also developed an inventory of dozens of *hadiths*
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about *Al-Rahn.* The large number of studies on *Al-Rahn* is inseparable from the historical sequences that have developed from the practice and oral guidance of the Prophet Muhammad to date.

Nor Aishah Mohd Ali conducted an inventory of studies on *Al-Rahn* which were grouped into four publication categories: scientific journals (40%); seminar proceedings (36%); working papers (14%); and thesis/dissertation (10%). This literature inventory process was collected in the period 1986-2016. Looking at the current timeframe, the publication of studies on *Al-Rahn* has not been collected again until 2021. Hence it can be assumed that the percentage of studies on this topic may increase. However, among those that can be traced, studies on *Al-Rahn* in legal history are still relatively minimal.

Specific studies on the historicity of *Al-Rahn* to date have been detected in two journal publications. Wan Abdullah studied the history of the development of *Al-Rahn* in Malaysia which was published in 1999, while Iskandar and Addiarrahman conducted a study of the history of *Al-Rahn* in Indonesia which was published in 2017. The two studies generally investigate the history of the development of *Al-Rahn* in Malaysia and Indonesia.

The study conducted by Addiarrahman, has not shown anything related to the historicity of Islamic pawning in Nusantara (re: reference to Indonesia and its closest neighbouring countries in the past) in the era of the Islamic kingdoms. He simply divides his discussion into
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several studies, namely: (1) *Asal Mula Praktek Gadai* (The Origin of Mortgage Practices); (2) *Gadai dalam Bingkai Adat* (Mortgage in Customary Frames); (3) *Gadai pada Masa Kolonial* (Mortgage during the Colonial Period); and (4) *Gadai Setelah Kemerdekaan* (Mortgage After Independence). The link between Islam and pawning in Addiarrahman’s study is placed in the second discussion, namely *Gadai dalam Bingkai Adat* (Mortgage in the Customary Frame) which he calls a transformative pattern, namely instilling Islamic values in the customary practices of *Nusantara*.¹² Addiarrahman has not studied the history of the legal practice of *Al-Rahn* (mortgage in Islam) in *Nusantara*. Meanwhile, the study conducted by Wan Abd Rahman included four topics, namely (1) the Early Traditional Malay Society; (2) After the Emergence of the British Colonialism and the Chinese Immigrants; (3) After Malaysian Independent; and (4) the Era of Islamic Resurgence. The four discussions have not discussed much about the legal history of the practices of *Al-Rahn*, but rather the development of the activities of *Al-Rahn* in Malaysia.¹³

The two historical studies above still offer some loopholes that have not been addressed, namely the history of law and the projected development of *Al-Rahn* in Malaysia and Indonesia. For this reason, this article formulates two points regarding how the history of the legal practice of *Al-Rahn* in Malaysia and Indonesia is reviewed comparatively as well as the projection of its development. The two formulations are reviewed normatively with a comparative approach to legal history in the first formulation. Due to its normative nature, the data used in this study is secondary data in the form of legal materials, legal materials, books, scientific journals, and theses/dissertations. These data are processed and analyzed qualitatively. This study is important to discuss, considering that Malaysia and Indonesia, although they have the same Islamic and archipelagic historical roots, both have different legal systems as a result of the two colonial countries that colonized each other: England and the Netherlands.
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¹² Iskandar and Addiarrahman, p. 166-169.
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Al-Rahn Contract in Malaysia and Indonesia: Historical Comparison

Malaysia and Indonesia are two neighboring countries that share the same background from various aspects such as history and culture, as well as from a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, and multi-religious aspects. In terms of the majority population, the two countries also have something in common in which Islam is a religion that is widely practiced by the population. One of the implications of the dominance of Islam in these two countries is the development and promotion of the Islamic economy, especially from the Islamic banking sector, which is relatively advanced and growing.

The development of the Islamic economy, with its various products, in Malaysia and Indonesia cannot be separated from the historical roots of the Islamization of Nusantara. The history of the existence of Islam in Nusantara may at least offer an assumption that the practice and implementation of the law are based on the Sharia. This can be seen when Nusantara became a trading destination for Muslim merchants. These foreign merchants in Nusantara eventually gave birth to a Muslim community amid the Hindu-Buddhist kingdom. That being said, with this kind of community, they might conduct diplomatic lobbying to the pre-existing kingdoms to give them the freedom to implement the Sharia, including the scope of the trade and economy. The diaspora of Muslim merchants from outside to Nusantara was at least a factor in instilling an understanding of Islam which John W. Chaffe mentioned as the most enduring legacy of understanding. Included among this Islamic cultivation is the prohibition of the practice of usury which is regulated by Islamic
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kingdoms, both in Sumatra and Java. Christine Dobbin listed the names of *surau* (re: smaller mosques) and *pesantren* in subsequent developments as part of developing the practice of Islamic law, including market and trade activities in the maritime area.

The existence of trade in *Nusantara*, either in Malaysia or Indonesia, in its details practice can also be derived from the existence of a mortgage contract which in Islamic law is known as *Al-Rahn*. Mortgage activities that are correlated with debt have become entrenched and rooted in society. This is because the practice of debt itself has been traced back to the Proto-Austronesian period. This mortgage contract is, undoubtedly, inseparable from the customs of the local community, as previously mentioned by Wan Abd Rahman in *Tanah Melayu*, namely mortgaging the land, mortgaging the goods, or selling promises. Likewise, Indonesia traditionally has several naming terms such as *Pagang Gadai*, *Adol Sande*, *Ngajual Akad* or *Gade*. This debt habit then came into contact with various laws, one of which was Islam, legitimized by the growing Islamic kingdoms at that time.

The activity of guaranteeing debts is traditionally known as ‘*gadai*’ (mortgage) in *Nusantara* with various local language derivations. Mortgage activities in *Nusantara*, in particular, have not been confirmed to have a concrete structure at the beginning of the introduction of Islam. The assumption of awareness of Islamic law in applying *al-Mu‘amalah al-Syar‘iyyah* can be concluded as structured on the triumph
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20 The use of the word ‘*hutang*’ (debt) in question is in the local language of the past, namely ‘*utang*’ (also translated as debt). See: S. A. Wurm and B. Wilson, *English Finderlist of Reconstructions in Austronesian Languages* (Canberra: The Australian National University, 1975), p. 53.
22 Jan Wiseman Christie, “Preliminary Notes on Debt and Credit in Early Island Southeast Asia,” in *Credit and Debt in Indonesia, 860-1930: From Peonage to Pawnshop, from Kangsi to Cooperative* (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, n.d.), p. 41.
of Islamic kingdoms in Nusantara. One of the legalizations of mortgage practice is found in a legal Risālah (Tract) in Pahang, Perak, and Johor during the reign of Sultan Abdul Ghafur. Even though it is an Islamic kingdom, the word used in this Risālah is not Al-Rahn but ‘gadai’ (mortgage.) It is mentioned in the Risālah that there are two types of mortgages, namely those with interest and those without interest. The inclusion of two types of mortgages shows the kingdom’s accommodation to two systems that go hand in hand, one of which is the Sharia system through the abolition of usury.24 The inclusion of a mortgage is also contained in the Old Minangkabau Law at point 41 as a guarantee mechanism for the debt given.25 The rules for pawning in the Islamic kingdom are also stated in the Simboer Tjahaja Bangkabulu Law. Mortgage here is contained in the section on ‘Adat Perbukaman’ (Customary Punishment) regarding debts for goods or plantations (Article 1, Article 10, and Article 11).26

The practice of mortgages as a form of guaranteeing debts in various legislations of Islamic kingdoms in Nusantara at that time finally shifted its legal tradition with the arrival of two colonial countries, namely England and the Netherlands. Through the Anglo-Dutch Treaty of 1824, these two countries agreed to divide their colonial territory; The Malay Peninsula and parts of Borneo were under British and Dutch control in what was then known as the Dutch East Indies.27 Referring to the interests of colonial politics, the Dutch felt the need to subdue the application of Islamic law. The British also experienced
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similar experiences in Malaysia, such as formulating The Charter of Justice which had implications for the use of English Law in the judicial system.\textsuperscript{28} This implication also touches on economic centers, including the practice of Islamic mortgages. If previously pawning activities were regulated in the laws of the Islamic kingdoms, since the infiltration of two legal streams from Europe; Common Law and English Law, this nuance is getting minimized. In addition, the colonial economic interest in the practice of trade monopoly benefits the colonial state.\textsuperscript{29} The colonialis minimized Islamic practices as a form of superiority in controlling traditions and laws that Muslims had long practiced before colonialization.\textsuperscript{30} The span of centuries of colonialization, Malaysia and Indonesia, is sufficient to base the assumption that European legal infiltration (British and Dutch) can shift the practice and understanding of Islamic law. It is common to find various legal records with colonial nuances during the colonial period, so pawning or guaranteeing debts during the colonial period was more conventional than Islamic.

In addition to the colonialization factor, the thick practice of conventional mortgages is also the result of the immigration of Chinese people to \textit{Nusantara}. China, which basically has historical roots in the practice of pawnshops,\textsuperscript{31} through the diaspora of its inhabitants introduced the concept of (conventional) mortgage in Malayan lands in the 15th century. The introduction of these pawnshops was a form of diplomatic cooperation between China and the Malacca Kingdom at

\begin{flushright}
\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
\end{flushright}
that time. In its development, the Chinese community also became human resources in the trade and mining business at the invitation of the British. From this effort, Chinese immigrants continued to introduce mortgages institutions in Malaysia since 1871, which have licenses and at the same time monopolize the practice of mortgage in an institutional way as much as 80-85%. Hence, from the mortgage practices carried out by Chinese immigrants, the UK got the proceeds from business tax levies apart from the opium business and pig farming.

Malaysian independence from 1957 to 1963 was the beginning of the formation of the Malaysian state with the merging of countries in peninsular Malaysia and northern Kalimantan. The legal system in effect for the first time became independent from British law. Islamic law, which was commonly practiced before the colonial period or became the the Malay community’s daily life, was not regulated under British law but specifically through Sharia law. The application of Sharia law is derived from the ability of countries in the territory of Malaysia to form their own Islamic judicial system to handle cases of Islamic law. The desire to expand the area of systemic application of Islamic law in Malaysia was marked in the 1970s. Included in this is the implementation of the Islamic economic system in Malaysia which was marked initially by the formation of the first Islamic bank in 1983. The existence of this Islamic bank encouraged the thought of also establishing other financial institutions such as insurance and pawnshops. What is interesting is that the institutionalization of Sharia


33 Wan Abdullah, “Historical Development of Pawning Practice in Malaysia: From Pajak Gadai to Ar-Rahn.”


pawnshops in Malaysia has begun to use the term \textit{Al-Rahn}, different from previous times.

The activities of pawnshops in Malaysia prior to the 1990s were still regulated solely by the 1972 Mortgage Tax Deed, which was later amended in 1982 and 2003.\footnote{Azalia Abdul Razak, “Economic and Religious Significance of the Islamic and Conventional Pawnbroking in Malaysia: Behavioural and Perception Analysis” (Doctoral Thesis, Durham, Durham University, 2011), p. 94.} In 1992, the first Sharia pawnshop in Malaysia appeared in the Terengganu area named \textit{Muassasah Gadaian Islam Terengganu} (MGIT) which was founded by the Religious Council of Islam and Malay Customs (MAIDAM). This first institution was then followed by others such as \textit{Kedai Al-Rahn} (KAR) in the same year under Permodalan Kelantan Berhad in Kelantan. Next, the Malaysian Minister of Finance issued a scheme called \textit{Skim Al-Rahn} (SAR) through the collaboration of three institutions: Bank Negara Malaysia, the Malaysian Islamic Economic Development Foundation (YaPEIM) and Bank Rakyat. The existence of this Sharia-based pawnshop is a superior alternative to rival the old existence of conventional pawnshops owned by Chinese immigrants.\footnote{Ahmad Faizal Shater, Mohammad Firdaus Mohammad Hatta, and Mohd Shams Kamis, “The Attainment of Classical Rulings of Al-Rahn within the Contemporary Islamic Pawn Broking in Malaysia,” \textit{ASEAN Comparative Education Research Journal on Islam and Civilization} 1, no. 2 (2017), p. 33; Azizah Othman and Atikullah Abdullah, “Al-Rahn Development in Malaysia: A Case of Al-Rahn Institution under the Terengganu Islamic Religious and Malays Custom Council,” \textit{International Journal of Islamic Business} 4, no. 1 (2019), p. 57; Nor Fadilah Bahari and Zurina Shafii, “Overview of Regulatory and Legal Framework of Pawnbroking System in Malaysia,” \textit{Journal of Muhajjat} 4, no. 1 (2021), p. 4.} Apart from financial institutions, in its development, Sharia pawnshops in Malaysia were also opened by non-financial institutions such as \textit{Pos Malaysia Berhad} and the Malaysian Army Cooperative Berhad.\footnote{Kambara Kentaro, “The Role of Islamic Collateral Loans (Ar-Rahnu) in the Malaysian Credit System: Evidence from Customer’s Borrowing Behaviors,” \textit{Kyoto Bulletin of Islamic Area Studies} 11 (2018), p. 4.} The growth of Sharia pawnshops in Malaysia is also influenced by the weaknesses of conventional pawnshops. High-interest rates, a reduction in the value of collateralized goods, a reduction in the value of the quality of jewelry, and the non-refundability of the remaining value of the collateral after the sale of the collateral, have motivated people to switch to the \textit{Al-Rahn} concept. The impetus for the \textit{Al-Rahn} concept can be seen from
the interest-free Sharia principles (usury), an easy system, fast loan approvals, guaranteed jewelry security guarantees, and the principle of returning the excess value that is returned to customers after the mortgaged goods are sold.\(^{40}\)

Meanwhile, in Indonesia, the VOC was the first to monopolize mortgage activities through The Batavian Loan Bank or later called the Bataviase Bank van Lening which was founded by Governor-General Baron Van Imhoff in 1746.\(^{41}\) Unlike England, the Netherlands actually monopolized the practice of pawnshops to compete with the pawnshop practices of Chinese immigrants in the Dutch East Indies.\(^{32}\) After the VOC left Indonesia, during the brief British occupation by Thomas Stamford Raffles, Bank van Lening was disbanded, and the change in monopoly policy became a stunt. Through the *liecentie stelsel*, people who want to open a pawn are welcome for a certain fee. This is like what Britain did in Malaysia by giving Chinese citizens the freedom to open a mortgage business applied to the colonial government. This licensing policy was not free from problems, which later resulted in the rise of moneylenders who harmed the British at that time in Indonesia. In the end, this change was changed to *pacht stelsel*, namely permits for those who can afford high taxes.\(^{43}\) After a brief British rule, the Dutch took over and reinstated the concept of a mortgage monopoly. The emergence of this pawn monopoly cannot be separated from De Wolf van Westerrode’s recommendation on the results of his research on pawnshops that occurred in Java.\(^{44}\) On this recommendation, the Netherlands issued a monopoly regulation on a mortgage in *Staatsblad* (Stbl) No. 131, 1901. This regulation became the beginning of
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establishing the State Mortgage Tax, which has a monopoly right to this day.\textsuperscript{45}

After Indonesia’s independence, political will began to emerge related to the implementation of Sharia, or at least the cultivation of Sharia aspects in Indonesia. This political will is ultimately classified into three periods of the relationship between the government and the will of Muslims in implementing Islamic law. Abdul Ghofer and Sulistiyono divide it into three, namely antagonistic relations (1966-1981), reciprocal relations (1982-1985), and accommodative relations (1986-1998). The injection of Sharia principles, for example, occurred in the government’s plan to operate a profit-sharing system in 1983.\textsuperscript{46}

This effort continued with banking deregulation in the October 1988 Policy Package (PAKTO), which allowed banks to set loan interest at 0%, which was assumed to be a form of free of usury.\textsuperscript{47} This process continued until the presence of the first Islamic bank in Indonesia, namely Bank Muamalat Indonesia, in 1991. The following year, Sharia was recognized in the financial realm through Law No. 7 of 1992 on Banking by presenting Sharia principles and profit-sharing clauses. Islamic financial institutions in the form of banking were later recognized by Law No. 10 of 1998 on Amendments to Law No. 7 of 1992 on Banking and Law No. 21 of 2008 on Islamic Banking. Recognition of Islamic Financial Institutions in the form of Banking became a factor in the birth of Sharia Pawnshops. Its first appearance was supported by the provision of capital from Bank Muamalat as a form of commitment to distributing of capital based on Sharia.

Comparatively, it is apparent from the similar roots in the practice of \textit{Al-Rahn} in Malaysia and Indonesia during the Islamic kingdoms. During this period, \textit{Al-Rahn} activities were regulated in several laws of Islamic kingdoms. However, this legislation uses a local term as ‘\textit{gadai}’ (mortgage/pawn) instead of mentioning it narratively with the \textit{Al-Rahn}. The similarity of the mortgage regulations in each of the Islamic kingdoms in these two countries was eventually displaced

\textsuperscript{45} Sutedi, \textit{Hukum Gadai Syariah}, p. 81-82.
by the presence of two colonial countries that colonized Malaysia and Indonesia. The introduction of the British legal system in Malaysia and the Dutch legal system in Indonesia gradually distanced people’s habits from Islamic law. Thus, the economic monopoly policy and the conventional structured pawnshop practice, whether monopolized by the colonial government or Chinese immigrants, really affects the pace of development of mortgages that Sharia previously regulated.

Efforts to re-instill Sharia economic practices in conventional and Sharia mortgages, in particular, began to grow after each country’s independence. Both Indonesia and Malaysia are trying to re-embed Islamic elements into their respective countries’ financial systems. Not to be missed is the principle of *Al-Rahn* in the application of the pawn system in their respective countries. Not only reintroducing the concept of *Al-Rahn* in Islamic law, but also the use of the term *Al-Rahn* has also begun to be introduced and used.

Figure 1.

The Flow of the Development of *Al-Rahn* in Malaysia and Indonesia

The visible starking difference from the history of these two countries is the development of Sharia *mu‘āmalah* between the two countries. Malaysia is known as a country, when compared to Indonesia, which introduced and legalized the Islamic economic system earlier.\(^48\) This also applies to the development of the *Al-Rahn* practice,

where Indonesia is ten years younger than Malaysia, which has implemented the post-independence Al-Rahn concept since 1992.

Seen from the point of view of the management and implementation of Sharia mortgage (Al-Rahn) in Malaysia and Indonesia, Sharia mortgage is a Sharia service unit developed by Perum Pegadaian (re: Indonesian state-owned enterprise specialized on mortgage/pawn) so that its operation and establishment follows the parent company above it. However, it has a separate managerial pattern, considering the sharia principles he holds so as not to mix his finances with the conventional system that is still applied by Perum Pegadaian. Meanwhile, in terms of Al-Rahn as a contract that follows the main contract which is common and often occurs in the banking world with the language of guarantee or collateral, its implementation follows the mechanism of Islamic banking. This is based on what is presented in Law No. 21 of 2008 on Islamic Banking. Therefore, Al-Rahn as an accessoir contract in the realm of Islamic banking is carried out not only by state-owned banks, but also private Islamic banking spread across Indonesia. However, Islamic banking in Indonesia has also developed Al-Rahn as a limited product, namely mortgage in gold.

Differing from Malaysia, where Al-Rahn as a product organized by non-bank Islamic financial institutions is not only owned by the government, but also private Sharia pawnshops, pawnshop institutions that cooperate with the state, pawnshop institutions that cooperate with the states (kingdoms) scattered in Malaysia, and pawn institutions that cooperate with banks. This shows that from the point of view of non-bank institutions, Malaysia is broader than that of the financial institutions that manage the Al-Rahn scheme. Meanwhile, in Indonesia, the separation of management or implementation of Al-Rahn, whether in its form as a product or an accessoir contract, is only carried out by the government or the private sector in general.
The Development of Legal Structure of Al-Rahn in Malaysia and Indonesia

The legislative structure of Al-Rahn, either in Malaysia or in Indonesia, as described in the initial study above, has developed since the peak of the glory of the Islamic kingdoms in Nusantara. After that era, legal insertions from two European colonial countries emerged: England and the Netherlands. This led to the cessation of the application of Al-Rahn due to the extraordinary legal infiltration embedded in Malaysia and Indonesia as colonized lands.

Post-independence, the development of Al-Rahn in these two countries conjure a legal position that is unique to each other. The will and aspiration to reintroduce the practice of Islamic muamalah on an initiative arose, referring to the early historical roots of its implementation in the early era of Islam in Nusantara. However, the peculiarities of each as a result of the influence of legal knowledge introduced by the British and the Dutch also accompanied the development of the legal structure of Al-Rahn itself.

After the reappearance of the Al-Rahn contract in Malaysia in 1992, the legislative framework regarding Al-Rahn is still bound by the 1972 Mortgage Tax Deed. But in the end, this Mortgage Tax Deed can no longer be referred because it contains things that are contrary to
Sharia therefore *Al-Rahn* in Malaysia is not bound by this law. Regulatory legislation was then drafted because this scheme cannot be empty of regulations. The Malay Islamic and Customary Council (MAIDAM), the first pioneer to establish a pawn company in 1992, introduced the procedures for managing the *Ar-Rahnu* MAIDAM scheme. Subsequently, the Islamic Mortgage Guidelines were published through the Ministry of Housing and Local Government. However, this guide only applies to pawnshops. Meanwhile, other Islamic financial institutions and cooperatives that implement the *Al-Rahn* scheme have their regulatory references. Islamic financial institutions in the form of banks refer to the guidelines issued by Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM), namely the 2018 *Rahn* Policy Document and the *Al-Rahnu* Product Proposal based on *Tawarruq*, which are effective in 2020. Meanwhile, specifically for cooperatives that have mortgage services, they are guided its regulation by Suruhanjaya Koperasi Malaysia (SKM) (Cooperative Societies Commission) by issuing GP25 (Guidelines for Islamic Pawn Tax Activities).

On the other hand, Indonesia began to introduce the *Al-Rahn* scheme through *Pegadaian Syariah* (Sharia Pawnshop) which is part of one of the Sharia service units of PT *Pegadaian* (re: Indonesian state-owned limited liability company on mortgage/pawn) in 2002. Through Government Regulation No. 103 of 2000 on Pawnshop Public Company, the concept of implementing mortgage is intended to keep the community away from the practice of usury. In its development, the *Al-Rahn* scheme in Indonesia generally refers to several laws, such

---

49 This Law is basically not contradictory in its entirety, except in certain parts, such as in Section 17 which allows for pawn holders (pawn service providers) to take advantage of loans provided with an interest model. See: Shamsiah Mohamad, “Akta Pemegang Pajak Gadai 1972: Suatu Analisa Dari Perspektif Islam,” *Jurnal Syariah* 3, no. 2 (1995), p. 3.


as the Civil Code, Law No. 42 of 1999 on Fiduciary Guarantees, and Law No. 4 of 1996 on Mortgage Rights on Land. These three laws are legally binding on all financial institutions, whether bank or non-bank. However, specifically in Islamic banking, the arrangements related to the *Al-Rahn* scheme, which is *accessoir* to the main contract such as murabahah financing or others, refer to Law No. 21 of 2008 on Islamic Banking. In this law, the *Al-Rahn* scheme is referred to using a collateral language where the term is stated in the three main laws at the beginning of this paragraph. While in practice, specifically in pawnshops, there are regulatory references such as the Financial Services Authority Regulation (POJK) No. 31/POJK.05/2016 on Pawnshops.53

From the regulatory reference point of view, the *Al-Rahn* scheme, which is practically included in the scope of mortgages and guarantees in general, still refers to conventional laws. The existence of Sharia principles in the implementation of the *Al-Rahn* scheme, both bank, and non-bank, is returned to the determination of Sharia principles whose authority is owned by the National Sharia Council of the Indonesian Ulema Council (DSN-MUI). This reference to the DSN-MUI *Fatwa* (re: collective understanding of ulema on certain matters in Sharia) is recognized in two regulations, namely Law No. 21 of 2008 on Sharia Banking and POJK No. 31/POJK.05/2016 on Pawnshops. So from this point of view, the completeness related to the regulation on the application of *Al-Rahn* is published by the DSN-MUI in the form of a *fatwa*. Several *fatwas* from DSN-MUI, such as DSN *Fatwa* No. 25/DSN-MUI/III/2002 on *Rahn*, DSN *Fatwa* No. 68/DSN-MUI/III/2008 on *Rahn Tasjily*, DSN *Fatwa* No. 92/DSN-MUI/IV/2014 on Financing Accompanied by *Al-Rahn*.54

---


Looking at the two sides of regulatory developments between Malaysia and Indonesia, both countries have similarities in terms of the absence of regulations equivalent to the law that regulates the mechanism of Al-Rahn practices thoroughly and comprehensively. The regulations governing the Al-Rahn mechanism are specifically outside the law. For example, regulations or technical guidelines published by Bank Negara Malaysia and in Indonesia guidelines issued in the form of fatwas by the DSN-MUI.

Meanwhile, the difference between these two countries can be seen from the side of the legal force. The existence of BNM in Malaysia as a central bank, for example, has a recognized legal authority even though it is not in the form of a law. In Indonesia, however, the DSN-MUI fatwa essentially has no legal force equivalent to other laws or regulations that exist in the legal hierarchy in Indonesia. Reference to the DSN-MUI fatwa is only recognized through several clauses which indicate that the authority to formulate or issue Sharia principles is the DSN-MUI. Apart from the DSN-MUI Fatwa, Indonesia also has a special regulation called the Sharia Economic Law Compilation (KHES) which contains a mechanism for implementing Al-Rahn in one of its discussions. However, like the DSN-MUI Fatwa, KHES does not have the same legal force as the law due to its status as a mere Supreme Court Regulation (PERMA).

Even though the existence of Al-Rahn regulation in Malaysia by several official regulators (BNM, KPKT, and SKM) amounts to having a legally binding force, it is precisely within the development of the
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regulation that there are non-uniform regulations.\textsuperscript{58} Meanwhile, in Indonesia, the acknowledgment of the DSN-MUI Fatwa as the sole interpreter of the Islamic Economy is deemed insufficient as a legally enforceable rule as long as it has not been entered into the law.\textsuperscript{59}

The future development of the regulation of the Al-Rahn scheme in these two countries seems to be flowing. Judging from the problems that have also been concluded in several studies, it is commonplace that there is a special law that talks about Sharia contracts, including the Al-Rahn contract. Centralizing of regulatory reference sources will make it easier for Islamic finance practitioners and the public in general to access Al-Rahn services. Thus, developments in the following periods will depend on the political will of regulators or legislators at the government level, ulama, and the community in realizing a complete and comprehensive law in the field of mu‘āmalah.

Conclusion

The existence of Al-Rahn in Nusantara, particularly in Malaysia and Indonesia, did not appear in an instance. Since the beginning of the period of the Islamic kingdoms in Nusantara, this particular scheme has been practiced and its mechanism has been regulated in the form of official royal regulations. Indeed, this regulation also involves state stakeholders who accommodate Islamic law as the official law of the kingdom. The introduction of the law of two colonialist countries; Britain and the Netherlands became a factor in the dim implementation of the laws of the Islamic kingdoms. The efforts of colonialism in the context of economic glory were accompanied by the planting of British and Dutch legal policies in their respective occupied areas. This resulted in the conventional side of the practice of mortgages which displaces the practice of Al-Rahn in accordance with the Sharia. Nevertheless, the political will of Muslims in these two countries has never subsided. This can be seen from the desire of Muslims to be able to mu‘āmalah in Sharia and also the prospect of mu‘āmalah Sharia which tends to be easy and does not ensnare economically. Thus, post-independence efforts were seen in the context of the re-introduction

\begin{footnotes}

\end{footnotes}
of the mortgage in the realm of Islamic finance. In the light of that, the results can be seen in its development to this date. Nonetheless, this development does not stop, the dynamics of Islamic finance, especially in this case the Al-Rahn contract, demands reforms in a complete and comprehensive regulatory pattern. Through this, the perception or half-hearted view in providing the legitimacy of the legal power of Islamic finance will disappear, so that public confidence in the services of Al-Rahn in particular or other Sharia financial products will increase.
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